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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Baekground of tbe Problem 

The speed of economics development nowadays has made domestic market share 

increased to a saturated level and many companies had expand its market overseas 

begin with multinational scope until international scope. Along with the 

expansion, the volume of the international transaction also took part in increasing. 

The use of fureign currency that increased also could not be avoided where the 

currencies majority that was used was international currencies that have good 

level ofthe stability like the US dollar, Yen Japan and Euro. 

The increase of fureign currency transaction in the market bes made 

market holders become more aware and give an ex!Ta attention to the foreign 

eJrohange rate. The market condition increasingly cbenged uncertainly have gave 

an unsafe condition fur the market holders in carrying out the transaction 

especially that be related with fureign country. One of the examples that could be 

seen was the fluctuation in the level of the interest that directly resuhed in the 

cbenge of fureign currency exchange rate that could result in the transaction thnt 

ought to give the profit to give the significant loss. So could be concluded when 

the transaction in a foreign manner where this transaction used foreign currency, 

happening then this transaction contained the risk from the fluctuation of foreign 

currency exchange rate where the local currency value could strengthen or weaken 

towards the foreign value currency that was used. This condition could give the 

impact that was positive or negative against the company. 

The instability of economics condition from each country that directly or 

indirectly influenced the fureign currency exchange rate bes made market holders 

to cover their fureign tral1saction value by using hedging strategy to minimize the 

risk of loss that possibly happen. The risk management with the hedging concept 

became the solution for the market players in facing the foreign currency 

exchange rate fluctuation. In the hedging strategy the compeny could carry out in 

short-term or long-term in accordance with the transaction type. 
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The strategy hedging that could be used to minimize the risk was as follows 

(Lumby and Jones, Cbapter 26, 2003): 

L Do nothing 

2. Natural hedging or netting 

3. Swaps 

4. Forward market hedging 

S. Money market Hedge 

6. Futures con1raets 

7. Options 

Each hedging technique had his advantage accordance with the transaction that 

happened. To get best results, then the company must carry out the analysis hefure 

in each transaction to get results that were best for the company. In this research 

the company that will be used was PT. PAL which trade in export and import 

where the risk from the currency fluctuation was very influential to the transaction 

value. The focus in this research was the control of the risk in the foreign 

transaction by using the hedging stmtegies. 

1.2 Problems Formulation 

Based on the explanation in the background of the problem, then the problem that 

will be analysed in this paper was the application of the hedging strategy to 

control the risk of foreign transaction that covered: 

I. What is the role of hedging strategies that which are: do nothing, 

natural hedging or netting, swaps, furward market hedging, money 

market hedging, futures contracts and options in reducing the risk 

of the foreign currency exchange rate fluctuation with exposure 

PT. PAL foreign transactions? 

2. What is the best hedging strategy for PT. PAL fureign transaction 

type? 

Universitas indonesia 
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1.3 Problem Limitation 

I. The hedging strategies that would thorough were the methods do nothing, 

natural hedging, swaps, forward market hedging, money market hedging, 

futures contract and options. 

2. The debt and the company's debt that were caused by tha characteristics of 

the foreign transaction to PT. PAL. 

3. The analysis tbat was carried out was in one year. 

1.4 Research Objectives 

The aims of this research were to give a elhar picture concerning the function of 

hedging strategy in facing the fluctuation of foreign currency exchange rate 

especially to PT. PAL. This Goal could be clarified as follows: 

I. Explained concerning the use of the hedging strategies to reduce the risk 

of foreign currency exchange rate fluctuation for the company that had the 

transactions in the form of foreign currency. 

2. Explained the best strategy for PT. PAL foreign transaction type. 

1.5 Method of Analysis 

This analysis will be carried out through the data collection that came from 

several sources in part: 

I. The exchange rate data of fureign currency in 2007, www.ganda.com. 

2. The interest of the Indonesian Bank, ~.bi.co.id. 

3. Singapore Ioterbank Offured Rate (SIBOR), https://secure.sgs.gov.sg. 

4. London Interbank Offer Rate (LIBOR), www.moneycati;.com. 

5. The report on the transaction export and import PT. PAL in 2007. 

The data that was received was processed and analysed to explain the function 

from the hedging strategy especially to PT. PAL. Analysis was carried out by 

considering the risks, the cash flow, the costs and the exchange rate that 

happened. 
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The analysis stage covered: 

1. Literature study to receive the general picture and the theory base 

concerning the research topic. 

2. Field work to receive the data. The researcher received the data from 

website and the management from PT. PAL. 

3. Data processing. 

4. The report writing. 

1.6 Report Outline 

Systematic discussion in the research is divided into five chepters. 

Chepter I : Introduction, which contains background of the Problem, problem 

furmulation, problem limitation, research objectives, method of 

analysis and report outline. 

Chapter II : Review of literature, this chepter explains the theory and concepts, 

risk management, in general, implementation of hedging the risk 

management and other references to support the analysis of the 

problems. 

Chepter III : Research methodology, this chapter describes the methods of 

research related to the use of data and analysis methods hedging 

strategies. 

Chepter IV : The discussion and analysis, this chapter analysis the hedging 

strategy in overseas transactions through simulation and explain 

the impact of hedging strategy fur the company to control tbe risk. 

Chapter V : Conclusions and recommendations, this chepter gives conclusions 

based on the analysis has been done and suggestions as inputs fur 

the company to control the risk of overseas transactions 

' 
i 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

2.1 Foreign Exchange Transactions 

Many theories that explained concerning the foreign currency transaction (foreign 

exchange} some of them are:joreign exchange transaction is simply an exchange 

of one country's money for another's, (Kubarych, 1983}. "Foreign exchange 

transaction is I he transaction between two parties for the purchase by one party of 

an agreed amount in one currency against the sale by it to the other of an agreed 

amount in another currencyk both such amounts being deliverable on the agreed 

date value", (AFMA, 1999). Foreign exchange mar/ret is a morlret where financial 

paper wilh a relatively short Traded Maturity, (Riehl and Rodriguez, 1983}. From 

the explanation above could be concluded thet the foreign currency transaction 

was the contract to buy or sell an amount of foreign currency by using other 

currency when the transaction and the certain price or the exchange rate. 

In the research this time, the meaning of the fureigo currency transaction 

was the business transaction or the trade of a thing from a country to the other 

country. The fureign corrency transaction happened in the foreign currency 

market where according to Eitman and Moffett, 2004, markets could be useful as 

the plaee to carry out the strategy hedging like forward market hedge, money 

market hedge and option market hedge. 

The players in the foreign currency market divided into two levels that is 

interbank or wholesale market and the client or retail market. From the two levels 

was subdivided to five categories that is: 

l. Bank and fureign exchange traders not the bank. 

The Bank provides commercial rotation and large-scale speculative 

trading on daily activity. 

2. ludividual aud corporate commercial or investment. 

A transaction conducted by individual traders or retail only covers a 

small part of the total volume of t:ransaetion in the fureign exchange 

market. The retail traders can only participate indirectly through 

brokers or the bank. In the commercial companies generally foreign 
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currency transactions are conducted with the purpose of the financial 

activities related to the payment of goods or services. Number of 

transaction done also in the small capacity compared with the bank. In 

the investment transactions within foreign exchange market uses, 

media is used as a facility that provides transaction of overseas shares 

buying and seHing and foreign exchange transactions are not intended 

to benefit. 

3. Speculator and arbitration 

Speculator and arbitration have the goal to seek profits from 

transactions undertaken in the market. Speculator has an important role 

in providing facilities to the hedger and diverts the risk from people 

avoiding the risk to people who play in the risk. Arbitration has a 

business profit from price differences between the two foreign 

exchange market. which is calculated differenl1y from the difference 

between the bid price and offer price. 

4. The central bank and treasuries. 

Central bank has an important role in the foreign exchange market. 

They manage the money supply) inflation rate and maintain the interest 

rate that can directly affect the exchange rates of foreign currencies. 

Strategies used to maintain stabi1ity in exchange rates is to buy back 

the currency in the country at the time of the exchange rare is low and 

sell when the exchange rate is too high. 

5. Foreign exchange traderS 

Traders of foreign exchange conduct transactions in large numbers, to 

facilitate trade between the banks and adjust the inter--parties with a 

small fee. 

2.2 Risk of Foreign Currency Exchange Rate 

The risk of foreign exchange is the uncertainty arises because the value of the 

exchange rate movement can not be predicted exactly. There are three types of 

risk of changes in foreign currencies exchange rates, which are (Lumby, 2007, 

cp26): 
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1. transaction risk~ 

2. translation risk~ and 

3. economical risk. 

Tran.saction risk can be interpreted as the risk from exchange rate 

movements will a.ffect the value of the currency cash flows of foreign currency in 

the future that occurred from transactions that have occurred from the companies 

concerned. The main fuctors that influence the value of transaction are from 

transactions of import and export that happened when the company has trade 

receivables or debt in fureign currency. 

Tra.nsaction risk can also be found when a company has fixed assets 

investment~ such as office buildings overseas. Where the value is calculated in 

fureign currency that is expected to provide added in the future. And the last, the 

transaction risk also appears when the company borrowing in fureign currency. In 

this there is a loan interest and principal debt must be paid at matnrity where the 

company will fuce risks from the movement of foreign exchange. 

The second type of risk, the risk of translation, occurs when the value of 

assets and debts in foreign currency must be chacged into local currency, which 

will be included in the companY's financial raports. Although tbe assessment of 

the impact this can have an affi:ct the company's asset value, this risk is not a risk 

translation.. Translation risk is the risk in terms of accounting, and has no relation 

to the value of the company~ in this case does not have an impact on cash flow. 

The risk generally only occurs in the trimsaction which has a term from a medium 

to a long term which the tracsaction must be reported in the balance sheet at the 

end of each year. 

The last type of risk is economical risk which is the risk of chacges in 

exchange rates thet emerged from the possibility of chacge of net present value in 

local currency which came from the fureign currency cash flows which will be 

received in the future time. So all export tra.nsactions to be conducted in the future 

and cash flows which have been predicted from the overseas lracsaction occur 

contain economical risk. 
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2.3 Hedging Strategy 

Based on Ei.teman, 2004, pp. 199~ Hedging is the Taking of a position, acquiring a 

cash flow, em asset, or a contract (including a forward contract) that will Rise 

(fall) in value, and a fall Offset Printing (Rise) in the value of an existing position. 

Hedging strategies are useful to protect the assets of the owner from the losses 

caused by tbe uncertainty fluctuation of fureign exchange. Along witb that, 

hedging also erases tbe possibility to obtain benefits thet may be obtained from 

changes in foreign exchange. 

The value of a company is tbe net present value of all cash flows in tbe 

future. This means tbat tbe value of cash flow in the future can not be precisely 

estimated. For companies tbat make hedging against tbe value of transactions 

conducted in foreign currency will reduee possibility or variance in tbe value of 

tbe cash flow that will occur in tbe future. Tbe risk of fluctuations in fureign 

exchange can also be defined as tbe variance of cash flow that has beco predicted 

that emerged from the exchange rates of fureign currencies that are not predicted. 

To control tbe risk, where tbe risk is a transactional risk, according to tbe 

Lumby, 2007, there are seven strategies that can be used, namely do nothing, 

natural hedging or netting, swaps, furward hedging market, money market 

hedging, futures contracts and options contracts. 

2.3.1 Do Nothing or Not Doing tbe Hedging. 

In this strategy~ management will receive risk regardless of the risk of movement 

of foreign exchange at a certain period. This strategy is risky when tbe currency 

used is not strong and stable. This strategy can be accepted and used if the 

situation occurs as follows: 

1. The number of transactions conducted relative small (seen in tbe 

bosiness of the company). 

2. Tbe company predicted no significant change in tbe exchange rate in 

tbe direction of a company. 

For example, a supplier to send invoices to consumers of $2 billion and $1¥ 

forward rate at premium position which depicts stronger $ compare to ¥. In tbis 

movement of foreign exchange will be on tbe side of tbe supplier - tbey have an 

$2 billion receivables, where tbe currency will become more valuable in tbe 
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future, In this condition Exporter better not do anything because the movement of 

the value of foreign cwrency is profitable. 

In reality, forward rate is not an appropriate indicator to predict the future 

spot rate. Forward ra.te is determined by IRPT, while the future spot rate is 

determined hy PPPT and power of market supply and demand at a eertain time in 

the future. So if the level of forward rate is in the profitable (premium) position 

can not predicted at a certain time, dollars can get stronger from the spot rate. 

2.3.2 Using Natural Hedging or Netting 

This strategy can be implemented when there are two companies exporter and 

importer, which has assets and debts in the same currency and the same period of 

maturity. They must have a negative relationship so that they can complement 

each other in the transaction that OCCW'S. 

For example, Indonesia companies do export to the United States and seod 

biUs to consumers of $2 billion which is matoring in one month. On the other 

haod they also import raw materials of $1.8 billion which also matures in one 

month In this case the company can balance the amount $1.8 billion on debt 

matnring one month bills with a $2 billion which will be received in the same 

period and revenue from the remaining $0.2 billion can be done by using a 

anotber bedging strategy. 

2.3.3 Swaps 

Swaps stra.tegy involves two companies that are generally from different states 

companies that will provide benefits to one another so that each company will 

receive payment in currency of their own. For example, the Indonesia company 

swaps with tbe American company for 3 years, tbe payments that they will mature 

within three years to come shall be paid by tbe currency of opponent. The 

Indonesia Company will receive in lhe form of !DR and the USA Company will 

receive the United States Dollars. In addition. each company to make interest 

payments in tbe method of fixed or float interest to the oppnnent in accordance 

with lhe agreement dnring a specified time. The swaps strategy will be done by 

the bank as a guarantor which will receive a commission in the amount of the 

relative sma11 
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There are several types of swap strategies which are plain vanilla interest 

rate swaps and currency swaps. The type of strategy which is commonly used is 

plain vanilla interest rate swap. In this strategy company agrees to pay a fixed 

amount of interest from the value of the transaction for an agreed period of time 

and get the float interest rate from the same transaction value in the same period. 

The float interest rate which is generally used in the United States is the London 

Interbank Offer Rate (LIBOR) and in Indonesia using the Interest Rate of Bank 

Indonesia (SBI). In currency swap tronsactions is done in early period of 

agreements with the interest payment in accordance with the agreement and the 

number of transactions shall be received beck at the end of the period. This 

strategy is quite a cheap alternative to guarantee the value of the currency to be 

accepted. 

2.3.4 Forward Market Hedging or Forward Contract 

Forward contract is OTC (over the counter) derivative transactions. The contract 

forward was the transaction that was agreed to buy or sold totalling eertain at the 

time of now that will be carried out in the period that will come with the price that 

was agreed to now. Generally in the OTC market the tronsaction happened 

between two lloancial institutinns or between the financial institutions to their 

cl.ient. In the forward contract, the side that bought an amount eertain when that 

was agreed to a time that will come with the price that was agreed to be 

mentioned long position and the side that sold a certain amount when that was the 

agreed to with the price that was agreed to was mentioned shnrt position. 

Forward contracts can be formulated as fullows: 

(2.1) 

or 

fF = Spot- Forwara X 360 X I OO 
FOTW!U'd. fla:ri 

(2.1a) 

S, ~ spot price 

t ~period 

r = compmmded rate 
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For more information we can use the previous example where companies do 

hedging against the $0.2 billion from receiving payments in the period of one 

month by using a forward contract. This can be done by one month forward 

contract in short position that worth $0.2 billion. Company will have the contract 

to sell $0.2 billion within one month to be exchanged with the rupiah at a fixed 

exchange rate {one month forward rate). With this condition it will ellminatc the 

uncertainty of the rupiah value of $0.2 billion which will be received one month 

later. 

Another example of where Fr.T > s,.t'-' - 4, so investors can make a 

transaction at the time t: 

l. borrowing a loan to the bank on with St amount at oompmmded rate r, 

2. with a loan from the bank's purchase of shares of with amount St, 

3. get into a short forward contract with the cost of 0. In short furwa:rd 

means investors have a debt to the other party at the timet, 

4. make. payment to the bank. Tbe income obtained by is- s,.t<-'-~. 

5. complete the sbort forward conl!act by selling the stock with a price 

of F.,r .. Tbe incoming cash at investor become Fr,T , be<:ause investors 

receive Sr from fue boyer. So investors will receive F,,r- Stf'-'" ~. 

Total cash received become: F,,T - Stl<'- 'l, wbere with this analysis the result is 

positive. A transaction like this is tbe arbitrage proflt. 

Figure 2.1 Payoff from forward contracts of a long or short positinn. 

L<mg Forward 

) 0 J-----7!"-----1 

underlying value 

Source: McDonald (2005) 

0 

Shon Forward 

underlying value 
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In Figure 2.1 depicts losses or profits on forward contracts. At market 

value is positiv~ the short party will pay a long party. And vice versa when the 

negative value, the long party will pay to the short party. The graph also explained 

that the higher exchange rate, the higher the return will also be aeeepted which 

make the value of forward contracts beeome more high aed profitable for the 

contract buyers. 

Forward coll1nlets in the position long USD will get the benefits of interest 

rate with USD, likewise with ctureney ofiDR. For example, IDR interest rate is 

10"/o and USD interest rate is 5%. The exchange rate USDIIDR Rp.IO,OOO.OOwith 

investor capital Rp.l,OOO,OOO.OO or $100.00. These funds cao be invested in the 

IDR or USD. In the IDR will generate Rp.l,IQO,OOO.OO a year later. In the USD 

will generate$ 105.00 a year later. Therefure the price of forward exchange rate 

can be calculated as follows: 

Rp.l,OOO,OOO.OO x 1,10~ $100.00 x !.OS x Fo 

Fo = Rp.l0,476.19 

In general, can be formulated to beeome: 

Fo = furward price in the period of 0 

So = Spot rate in the period of 0 

r = domestic interest rate 

r* = the interest rate of foreign currency 

(2.2) 

Forward rate generally is known as delivery prices, which are uscally 

referred as the forward prices. Forward prices fluctuated following the market 

conditions. At the time of entering into a forward transaction. the contract price 

will be equal to the price furward. The contract price will remain the same until 

the transaction is completed forward. 
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The hedger using forward contracts to reduce the risk by setting a price 

that will be paid or received for a certain amount. In a forward strategy also 

kno\VIl as a forward contract option where in forward strategy option will provide 

insurance facilities to the value of t:ransactions performed. Forward contract 

option provides security for investors if it happens to the price decrease and also 

provides the opportunity fur investors to take profits when the price increase 

happens to be more profitable. One difference between furward contract and 

furward oonlrael option is in the forward contract option the initial cost is required 

to be paid in the beginning and in the forward contract it is not necessary. 

2.3.5 Money Market Hedging ortlle Financial Hedge 

Money market is where companies or individuals can borrow or leod money for a 

short period of time. A sbnrt period of time referred to bere is ftom only one night 

only (from 3 pm until3 pm tlle fOllowing day) until the longest 12 months. Each 

time period in the money market bas its owo interest rates and in this example the 

period that will be given for will loaning and borrowing is fur a period of three 

months. It is important to note that the value of the interest showo in the money 

market, fur a diffurent period, is interest fur a period of one year. So the amount 

of interest ftom loans and deposits does not represent the values that will be 

received or paid witllin three months. To get the correct value for the amount of 

interest during the three months, the value of the interest sbowo shall be divided 

by four. So the value of the interest shown to be 8% is 8%: 4 = 2% and the interest 

savings with interest of 5% for three months is 5%: 4 = 1.25%. 

Money market hedge (Harvey, 2004) works for borrowing or lending 

transactions in foreign currency exchange rates to secure the currency in the 

country of origin on the overseas transaction. For example, the USA company 

export goods to Indonesia for$ 1 billion with maturities of three months. Data can 

be seen in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1 Spot exchaoge rate IDRIUSD Jannary 2007 

lDRIUSD spot 8,960.57-9,000.90 

3 months forward 9,173.38-9,214.67 

Source: www.oanda.oom 
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Table 2.2 Three· month money market interest rates January 2007 

Deposit Loan 

!DR 9.5% 12% 

USD 7"1. 9% 

Source: www.bi.co.id 

Money market hedge uses matching principles or adjusting principles. Indonesian 

companies have receivables of$ I billion maturing in 3 months. They do hedging 

risk for the dollar will be received by making a debt of$ 1 billion with the same 

period of time. 'I1rls debt created bY borrowing dollars for three months. Tbe 

company will borrow as much as $ x for three months, with interest (9%: 4) 

2.25%, so the amouot become $x, which is $1 billion plus interest for 3 months. 

Tbe amouot of the loan can be calculated as follows: 

$X X (H- 0.0225) = $1 billion 

$X= $1 billion o- 1.0225 = $977,995.11 

Money market hedge process can be described as follows: 

I. Company doing the billing to the CO!Illumet as much as$ I billion period 

with a debt of3 months. 

2. Simultaneously make loans to the hank of$ 977995.1 I for tbreemonths. 

3. After receiving the loan directly with the company's switch to the currency 

rupiah is$ 977,995.1 J x Rp9,000.90 = Rp.8,802,476,!49.59. Tbe arnouot 

of RP.8,802,476,149.59 describe the revenues from these transactions 

export. 

4. After three months they will receive a payment of $1 billion from 

importers, and used to pay for their loans from the bank of$! billion after 

it has been accumulated with the interest cost. 

In the example above, using the money market hedge, the supplier will get 

the money of RP.8,802,476,149.59 now. Alternatively, companies can use the 

forward market Hedge by selling $1 billion with a furward tbree months to get $1 

billion x Rp.9,214.67 which is Rp.9,214,670,000.00 that will he accepted tbree 

months later. 
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2.3.6 Futures Contract 

Futures contract is the agreement between two parties to buy or sell a certain 

number in a specified time in the future (Hull p.6). Futures contracts traded in the 

exchange where the time, place and the price is already set Futures transactions 

do not require both parties to meet and know each other. This transaction provides 

security to both parties to the transaction that has been agreed as guaranteed by 

the organized exchange. A holder of a future contract has the obligation to buy or 

sell and is not similar to a contract option that gives the right to buy or sell or 

canceL 

When compared between futures contracts and forward contacts, then we 

can see some of the (lharacteristics of the futures contact clearer, those are; 

L The size of the futures contract has been standardized. For example a size 

of I U.S. dollars eontractis $100,000.00, the transaction can only be done 

in multiples of $100,000.00. In other currency be meed with a dilfurent 

amount of Poands Sterling£ 25,000 per contract, yen¥ 1,000,000 yen per 

contract and euro € 50,000 per contracL Unlike fOrward contract where the 

amount per contract is in accordance with needs. 

2. Time of maturity on the futures contract has been determined on the third 

Wednesday of January, March, April, June, July, September and 

December. Meaowhile, on the forward cootracts in accordance with 

agreements freely made. 

3. Not all types of currency that can be used on the futures contract (see 

Table 2.3), while in the forward currency contracts uses freely in 

accordance with the agreement between bnth parties. 

4. Location trade on the futures contract has been determined tbat is in 

organized exchange which among them are Chicago Board of Trade 

(CBOT) in Chicago, Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME) in Chicago and 

the Singapore International Monetary Exchange (SIMEX) in Singapore. 

And for forward contract, the trading can occur through the 

telecommunication facilities !her do not require a special place for the 

transaction. 
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5. Prices in future contracts formed from the open auction process. 

Meanwhile, in a forward contract price formed from the process of bid and 

offer among the perpetrators of the market. 

6. In the futures contract, contract buyers must deposit a number of assets as 

collateral, whlch functions as a performance bond. The amount of 

insurance is the initial margin plus the maintenance margin. Initial margin 

is calculated each day and what if less than 70%, the buyers must add 

accordance with the initial margin required. Unlike furward contracts the 

collateral is not required, depending on the trust of hank to its customers. 

7. In the futures contract, the buyer is required to pay some commission on 

organized exchange. The Commission is a one~time pay to make the 

purchase and sale transaction (roundtrip). In a forward contract on the 

commission because there is no advantage gained from the difference 

between bid and offer prices at the tinte of transaction. 

8. In the futures market, the trading hours only organized at the business 

hours of organized exchange, although some now open for 24 hours. In the 

forward market the trading is 24 hours through the glo hal 

telecommunications network 

9. Actors in the futures market did not know each other because the actors 

interact with the exchange. Meanwhile, in a furward transaction of both 

parties, each directly related to the agreement. 
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Table 2.3 List of currencies used in the futures contmct 

Negara Code Currency 

Australia AUD Dollar 

Brazil BRL Real 

Britain GBP Pounds 

Canada CND Dollar 

China CNY Renminbi 

Czech CZK Koruna 

Europe EUR Euro 

Hungary HUF Forint 

Israel ILS Sbekel 

Japan JPY Yen 

Korea KRW Won 

Mexico MXN Peso 

New Zealand NZD Dollar 

Norwegian NOK Krone 

Poland PLN Zloty 

Russia ROB Ruble 

South Africa ZAR Rand 

Switzerland CHF Frank 

Source: www.cme.com 

The above explanation can be seen that furward transactions more flexible 

compared with future transaction although the cost of futures contracts on the 

futures relatively cheaper compared with a furward contract. 

2.3. 7 Options 

In the option transaction, contract bolders have the right to buy or sell a certain 

number on the price that has been determined before the contract matures. Option 

transaction is traded in the OTC market and exchanges. Tbare are two types of 

options, namely a call option and pnt option. Call option gives the hnlder the right 

to buy a certain number at a certain time and a certain price. And a put option 
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gives the holder the right to sell the contract at the time and a certain price. Price 

oo contract is known as the option strike price or exercise price, where this 

contract can be traded without using the option rights. Based on the time period, 

the option is divided into two types: American options and European options. In 

American options. transactions can be done every time before the expiration date 

of the option. In European options contract, the lnlllsaction only can be done on 

the maturity dnte. Option that generally used in the market is the American 

exchange options. 

Table 2.4 Price option on ABC, 30 July 2007, the stock price= $30.83 

Strike Buy or Call($) Sell or Put ($) 

Price($) August September December August September December 

30.00 1.40 1.75 2.55 0.60 1.00 1.65 

32.50 0.35 0.60 !.30 2.00 2.35 3.00 

For example, the option strike price is $30.00 and $32.50 with a time limit in 

August 2007, September 2007 and December 2007. Option in August shall mature 

on 21 August 2007, option in September shall mature on 19 September 2007 and 

December 2007 option on the maturitY dnte of 18 December 2007. ABC's share 

price on the closing date of29 July 2007 is $30.83. 

When a shareholder give a commands to their broker to buy a call option 

in December 2007 on ABC shares with the strike price $32.50, the broker will 

delivered it to the trader. Trader will search for other trader who wants to seU 

shares on the caU contract ABC in December with the strike price $32.50. 

Assumptions, the price for this lnlllsaction is $1.30, according to the price on the 

table 2.4. And because in the United States one contract option worth for 100 

shares, tbe investors most prepare cost of$130 to be paid to the exchange through 

broker. 

In the example above, the investor will be charged a premium of$ 130 to 

buy 100 ABC shares with the price of $32.50 per share. The counterpart will 

receive as much as $130 as agreement to sell ABC shares for $32.50 per share if 

investors use their rights to buy the shares. If investor does not use their rights to 
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buy ABC shares directly then investors will have losses for $130. This condition 

can be calculated that investor can make profit if the price of ABC shares raised 

more than $!.30 per sheet shares. 

The second example is when investors buy a put option I September 2007 

with the $30.00 strike price. The cost of these transactions was I 00 shares 

multipfied hy $1 is $100. Same with the eall option, if investors do not use their 

rights directly, the investor will have losses of$100. In this case the investor can 

profit if the price of ABC shares down rnorethan $1 per sheet shares. 

Table 2.5 Option types 

Call Put 

Buyer Has right to hny shares Has right to sell shares 

Has obfigation to sell Has obligation to buy 

Seller shares if buyer right is shares if seller right is 

used. used. 

. Source. Hull (2006) 
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CHAPTERJII 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Firstly, author will describe a general picture of PT. PAL and its activities related 

to fbreign ClllTency transactions. Secondly, it will also be described the method of 

research conducted in analysing the seven hedging strategies. 

3.1 Company Profile of PT. PAL 

PT. PAL was fuunded on 21 December 1994 in Jakarta This company is 

inV<llving in the field of general trading and services, emphasizing its business on 

the supply to local and international companies. PT. PAL bas branch office in 

Singapore the! specially helps in transactions with overseas companies. In 

supporting its position as a business partner of Staie Owned Enterprises (SOE), 

PT. PAL has received a certificate as a member of the chamber of commerce and 

industry in lndoDCsia and members of ARPENA (national energy and mining 

company Association) in the province of Jakarta since 2003 until now. Until 31 

December 2007 assets of PT. PAL has reached Rp.l3,568,517,091.70 with 

average sales ofRp.l.5 billion per month. 

Business of PT. PAL is related with inncvation and development of energy and 

the eovironment with a vision to improve the quality of energy supply and 

increasing the quality of the environment to various countries. Several other 

businesses in PT. PAL is the provision of chemicals, materials, electricity, 

instruments and services thet are needed in the scope of the industry. One of the 

energy developments created by PT. PAL was the energy supply for the secondary 

industry in terms of saving energy (electricity). By using a combination of 

advanced technology from various countries, PT. PAL has been created its 

products that are more competitive with other companies with the same line of 

business. Some of them are as the fmdings of It own research. on laboratory and 

has obtained a patent. Genenaliy, the products morl<eted are not common )UOducts 

fur the penple beeause the products have the unique characteristics in accordance 

with the consumer's request. Some raw materials used fur production are 
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generally imported from several countries such as Germany, United States, and 

Singapore. 

Area business of PT. PAL includes domestic and international customers 

with major suppliers from Asia and from countries in Asia, America and Europe. 

Transactions are conducted with consumers generally using the currency with the 

USD and suppliers using the local euneoey of each country suppliers. The total 

number of sales in foreign currencies during tbe year 2007 is !2.9 billion rupiahs. 

Some partners are a consumer company PT. PAL are: 

I) Bakrie Pipe Industries, 

2) PT. Amoco Mitahui PI A Indonesia, 

3) PT. Newmont Minallasa Raya and Nusa Tenggara, 

4) Santa Fe Energy Resources LTD., 

5) Japan Co. Altia., LT., (Certificated Agency) 

6) PT. PLN in Jakarta and Tangerang areas. 

7) Perum Peruri, 

8) Lion Mentari Airlines, 

9) Exxon Monil Oil Indonesia Inc. 

1 0) Kaltim Pacific Ammonia, 

11) Parna Persada Nusanta:ra Kalimantan and Sumatra, 

12) Ineo Soroako, and 

13) Thies Contractor Kalimantan. 

In fucing tbe bnsiness risk of foreign currency fluctuations, PT. PAL did 

not make hedging strategies that involve !bird parties. Strll!egy conducted by PI. 

PAL is to balanee the transaction in the sales and purchases in the same currency, 

known as hedging strategies in the netting or use assets that are stored in the furm 

of foreign currency (or savings deposits). And fur the transactions where balance 

transaction can not be done, PT. PAL shall fully accept the risk. 
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3.1 Research Study 

This research is used to analyse the functions of the hedging strategy in facing 

fluctuations in foreign currency exchange rates on company that have transactions 

in foreign currencies by using analytical methods based on historical data. 

Strategies that wil! be used is a do nothing, natural hedging, Swaps, forward 

hedging market, money market hedging, futures contract, and options. In 

analysing each strategy, each will be rested by implemented each strategy on 

foreign exchange transactions. Analysis presented with a comparison between 

each strategy and is descnl>ed descriptively. 

Transaction data used for the implementation of hedging strategy is PT. 

PAL transaction data, which uses foreign currency taken from the average 

transaction that occurred from 1 January 2007 to 31 December 2007. The 

exchaoge rate used was historical data on the average exchange rate for the 

currency USD/JDR and SGDIIDR at the spot market closing. The interest rate 

data was taken from the Bank of Indonesia interest rate (SBI), the Singapore 

Interbank Offered Rate (SIDOR) and the London Interbank Offer Rate (LffiOR). 

In choosing the best strategy, the factors that wil! be measured in the strategy is 

the capability to reduce the risk of foreign exchange fluctuations, costs occurs and 

the straregies that give value edded to the company. 

The foUowing will be explained in more detail about the steps undertaken 

in conducting this analysis. 

1. First step is to gather data to be analysed. Data that used are transactions 

data of PT. PAL, the foreign exchange rate during 2007 and rates of bank 

loan and saving interest. This research used three types of currencies 

which are Indonesia rupiah, U.S. dollar and Singapore dollar which mostly 

used in PT. PAL fureign transactions. 

2. The second step in this analysis is explaining the problem of the foreign 

currency movement risk faced by company that have fureign currency 

transactions where in this analysis used the exposure PT. PAL foreign 

transactions. The problem explanation will sbow the transaction process to 

give a clear picture of the causes of the risks emerge and explain in detail 

the loss risk to the company from each tnmsaction conducted. 
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3. The third step is explaining the strategies used to protect the company 

from the risk of fluctuations in exchange rates of foreign currencies. 

Strategies that will be used are do nothing, natural hedging or netting, 

swaps, forward hedging market, money market hedging, futures contracts 

and options. In making tbe explanation, each strategy is implemented in 

foreign currency transactions of buying and selling at PT. PAL. 

4. In the fourth step, the results from each implementation will be compared 

to get the best strategy on several types of transactions. The strategy 

chosen will be seen from its functions in protecting the risks, costs that are 

required and which obtain more value fur the company. For the assessment 

of the costs, it shall be firstly measured from the maximum cost it spent for 

the protection of the fluctuation risk. Secondly, it will be measured from 

the minimum cost spent in protecting the value of fureign currency 

exchange. And for added value that can be generated fur the company, it 

will be measured from the flexibility of each strategy, ease of use for 

buyers in implementing the strategy. In determining the risk protection, 

can be assessed with certainty the exchange rate with a maximum limit of 

cost spent if the movement offureign currency harms the compaoy. 

5. The last step is to make conclusions based on the results obtained. Here, it 

will described the role of hedging strategies to reduce the volatility risk of 

fureign currency exchange rates with exposure transactions on PT. PAL 

and choose the best hedging strategy for PT. PAL transaction type to get 

maximum results. 
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Sistematically, the reseacrh methodology can be seen in the flow chart below. 

Figure 3.1 R=h flow chart 

Bengin 

'C.? 
Gathering the data that will be analyse 

7 

Explaining the problem analyasis 

"''t7 
Explaning the strategies that will be use and 

the implementation in PT. PAL. 
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CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Risk Foreign Currency Transactions in PT. PAL 

First author will explain aboui the conditions in the transaction of PT. PAL, which 

generally occur from the start to get the purchase order (PO) until the completion 

of the payments from consumers. 

Figure 4.1 General descriptions PT. PAL. transaction flow 

Raw - material is - """f''ing 
"""P~ •ceep!<d Product lhe -O«l<:rfrom - from making - inwieeto payment 

items to from 
""""""" supplier supplier - productiO - """"""' (poyup """"""" debts) 

Source: PT. PAL transaction data 

I. Receiving orders from consumer on the first day. 

2. An order of raw materials to supplier and make payment by 20% as a 

down payment. Payment is on the same day with at the time of receiving 

the order. 

3. Raw materials will be accepted after 30 days through the delivery of the 

sea and the remaining 80% of the debt is paid off. 

4. After the raw materials are received, it will be a process to make the 

products that will take 14 days. Products thet have been finished are sent 

directly to consumer. Up to this point means that the products is completed 

and delivered on the 44~ day. 

5. Billing will he sent I day after the goods have been received by consumer. 
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6. Payment of consumer shall be conducted after the 30-day bill (invoice) is 

received. This means that the payment from the consumer will be accepted 

on the 75" day. 

In el<planation of tbe above we can see that there was a risk of tnmsa<:tions that 

can occur on time which takes an average of 75 days until the transaction is 

completed. Under this, it will be explained more about the risk of foreign 

exchaoge that OCCUI'll in such tnmsa<:tions. 

Table 4.1 Overview of cash movement in PT. PAL foreign tnmsa<:tion 

Date Note SGD/JDR SGDIUSD USD/JDR Acceptance Spending 

PO- 2~% 

29/07107 acceptance 6.031,16 0,6598 9.140,77 $9.323,62 ' 

Settlement 

28/08107 and pay up 6.185,62 0,6582 9.398,50 ' S$41.561,69 

product 

11/09/07 making 6.181,66 0,6560 9.422,70 ' Rp.77. 175.000,00 

Invoice 

12109107 sending 6.188,23 Q,6570 9.418,80 - -
80% 

12110107 acceptance 6.191,70 0,6830 9.064,90 $37.294,46 -

$46.618,08 
' Source. PT. PAL transaction cash Bow data 
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Tab1e 4~2 Result of foreign exchange transaction in PT. PAL 

(in rupiah) 

Prediction 

Acceptance Capital Profit 

426.125.147,12 327.840.174,27 98.284.972,85 

Realization 

Acceptance Capital Profit 

423.295.616,14 334.259.792,19 89.035.823,95 

Profit/Loss (9.249.148,90) 

Source: financ1aJ data of PT. PAL, processed. 

1. Transactions PT. PAL with Coosumers 

27 

Swting from the receipt of oniers from customers in Indonesia on 29 July 

2007 with total sales$ 46,561.69, PT. PAL to make agreements with the 

request payment of20"/o as advance where repayment can he completed at 

the latest 30 days after the invoice is received. Payment of consumers 

conducted in the currency USD where PT. PAL see that the value of the 

USD currency is international currency which strong that more secure in 

facing the risk of fluctuations in foreign exchange. 

For revenue by 20%, or $9,323.62 as an advance when the 

exchange rate of !DR I USD is Rp.9,140.77, so the total value of the 

rupiah is Rp.85,225,029.42, PT. PAL did not have the risk of fluctuation 

because the transaction completed on the same day witb the swt date of 

the contract (with the a.ssump!ion. that there was oo currency fluctuations 

on the same day). 

While fur the remaining receivables are billed on 12 September 

2007 with the term of 30 days for $37,294.46 (80"/o) which shall be 

received within 75 days after receiving the order on 12 October 2007, PT. 

PAL faced the risk of fluctuations in fureigu exchange. Where the 

movement occurred when ihe USD appreciated against the IDR, the 

benefits of this transaction will be increaaed. This is because ihe exchange 
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rate of USD received from consumers wiiJ become more valuable. For 

example, on 29 July 2007 exchange rate oflDRJUSD is Rp.9,140.77 with 

the transaction, the value of the transaction will be received is $37,294.46 

x Rp.9,140.77 = Rp.340,900,1!7.70. When the exchange rate of!DRJUSD 

Rp.9,300.00 become stronger, the transaction value to be received by PT. 

PAL to $37,294.46 x Rp.9,300.00 = Rp.346,838,515.20, which means PT. 

PAL gain from fureign exchange transactions of Rp.346,838,515.20 -

Rp.340,900,J I 7.70 = Rp.5,938,397.50. 

But this also happens when the USD currency weakened against 

the !DR as the actual transaction occurred at PT. PAL is the exchange rate 

IDRJUSD into Rp.9.064, 90 on the maturity date of 12 October 2007. This 

causes the reception PT. PAL to $37,294.46 x Rp.9,064.90 = 

Rp.338,070,586.71, which means PT. PAL experience the loss of 

Rp.340,900,117.70- Rp.338,070,586.71 = Rp.2,829,530.98 from fureign 

currency transactions. 

Transactions PT. PAL with Supplien 

On 29 July 2007, PT. PAL directly ordered goods to Singapore with a 

settlement period of 30 days since the goods is delivered. Duration of 

shipping from Singapore to Jakarta takes 30 days via sea routes, which 

means that PT. PAL will make repayment on the same day at the raw 

materials acceptance. PT. PAL to make payments using SGD currency 

means that the suppliers directly move the risk of fluctnations in foreign 

exchange to the buyers. 

In genera~ PT. PAL purchase foreign currency used to settle debts 

to suppliers at maturity, which means the payment of PT. PAL is 

extremely vulnerable to the risk of movement of foreign exchange. When 

the currency appreciating SGD compered with the !DR, PT. PAL will have 

losses caused by the high prices of currencies that must be purchased. 

On 29 July 2007, where the exchange rate IDRISGD is 

Rp.6,031.16, which means the estimation of the payment will he made by 

PT. PAL is S$41,561.69 x Rp.6,031.16 = Rp.250,665,174.27. At materity, 

on 28 August 2007 the !DR exchange rate weakened against SGD into 
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Rp.6.191,70, which means that the price ofSGD must be purchased by PT. 

PAL is the more expensive S$41,561.69 x Rp.6,191.70 = 
Rp.257,084,792.19. This causes PT. PAL e<perience the loss of 

Rp.257,084,792.19 • Rp.250,665,174.27 = Rp.6,419,617.92 from foreign 

currency transactions. 

As before this is also otherwise occur when the SGD currency 

weakened against !DR, PT. PAL wiU gain from foreign exchange 

transactions. For example, if at maturity the exchange rate of SGD I !DR 

become Rp.5,800.00, the amount of rupiah, which must he paid by PT. 

PAL to buy S$41,561.69 is S$41,561.69 x Rp.5,800.00 = 

Rp.241,057,775.08. This will provide benefits to PT. PAL is 

Rp.250,665,174.27 • Rp.241,057,775.08 = Rp.9,607,399.19, from fureign 

currency transactions. 

At the time of receipt of raw materials, then directly is to he 

processed into the product that requires a process term fur 14 days. On ll 

September 2007, products have been completed and are sent directly to the 

consumers who received the product on the same day. Cost for making a 

product paid on the same day in the currency of rupiah amounting 

Rp.77,175,000.00. In this process, PT. PAL did not have the risk of 

fluctuations in exchange rates because the currency of rupiah. 

4.2 Hedging T«hniques to Manage Foreign E•cbange Transaction Risk 

After the explanation of the risks that occur above, the next stage will analyse and 

discuss the implementation of the stralegy in hedging transactions to reduce the 

risk of fureign exchange. The hedging strategy which wiU he analysed is do 

nothing, natural hedging or netting, swaps, furward hedging market, money 

market hedging, futures contracts and options contracts. Analysis of this strategy 

will he described in terms of risk and cost in its implementation to tackle the risk 

of transactions in foreign exchange. The elected strategy is to be the be>~ assessed 

from the efforts to reduce the risk and cost spent. Firstly shall he dascribed 

strategies that wm he done from the company's internal, do nothing and natural 

hedging strategies after that it is outlined 5 others from the external side. 
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4.2.1 Do Nothing 

Wnen PT. PAL using tnis strategy, PT. PAL did not do anything to overcome the 

risk of fluctuations in foreign exchenge risk and accept all that will happen. This 

is not a good strategy for PT. PAL with the market that continues to change, 

especially in this era where the global market has started to open. For this 

discussion will use one of transaction PT. PAL, which occurred in July 2007 

where market conditions at that time are: 

I. Seen from 3 months backward May2007 to July 2007 (see graph 4.1) !DR 

exchange rate against SGD (supplier currency) are not stable moving. In 

general, in May 2007 !DR move signi6cantly stronger against the SGD 

and in June and July rupiah generally continued to weaken against SOD. 

When IRD conditions return stronger against the SGD, it will he profitable 

fur PT. PAL as the buyers because the amount of rupiah needed for 

purchasing SGD will decrease. But the conditions that occur outside the 

prediction at the time of the transaction dated on 24 July 2007, where the 

exchange rate of SGD I !DR is Rp.6,031.16, the value of!DR was in 

general continue to move from July until the maturity date, 24 Augnst 

2007, where the exchenge rate of SGD I !DR is Rp.6,185,62. This 

condition means that the cost must he paid for the purchase ofSGD would 

increase to Rp.6,419,617.92. and will directly reduoe company profits 
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Graph 4.1 SGDI!DR movements in 2007 
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Source: www.oanda.oom 

2. On 1he exchange rate USDI!DR ftom May 2007 to July 2007 (see graph 

4.2) there was signifi<:ant movement of the !DR getting stronger in May 

and eventually return ro weaken in June 2007. In July 20071DR exchange 

rate moving weakens against the USD. From this condition PT. PAL made 

speculation action with expectation the exchange rate continues to weaken 

which will increase profits from foreign currency transactions. Exactly PT. 

PAL should secure the foreign exchange rate because of the significant 

movements from Rp.8,748.91 to the highest Rp.9,132.42 in the pest three 

montha. When the exchange rate appreciating IDR against USD, it will 

harm PT. PAL, although that occurred at maturity the exchange rate 

USDI!DR was not moving too llrr from the initial transaction Rp.9,140.77 

to Rp.9,064.90 at the end of the transaction because of the occurrence of 

rupiah strengthening against the USD significantly in mid-September 

2007. This strengtheniag cause losses to PT. PAL was Rp.2,829,530.98. 
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Graph 4.2 USD/IDR movements in year 2007 
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From the above ""Planation, that with this strategy is risky because 

it can cause significant losses with the movemeot oftbe exchange rate tb.at 

is not stable. This is not true, because of the elemeniS speculation that did 

not limit the risk of loss from the transaction exchange foreign currency. 

This strategy is also dangerous with a large number of transactkms wbere 

the movement of exchange rates thai small can cause big losses to the 

company. These techniques will become effective wben the movement of 

exchange rates considered stable or there was no a significant movement. 

4.2.2 Natural Hedging I Netting 

Natural bedging strategy is highly effective and efficient strategy which is directly 

balance spending and revenue in foreign currency and did not require a fee. 

Companies can make adjustment from the tran.saction with the same currency, the 

same amount and maturity date. This strategy is rarely found because of the 

possibility for transactions that have a maturity date of the same is vecy smalL For 

example, PT. PAL to make iroport ofU.S. $ 50,000.00 with the term of payment 
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30 days and at the same time make sales of U.S. $ 80,000.00 with the term of 

payment 30 days. The amount can he done with natural hedging strategy is U.S. $ 

50,000.00 and the remaining U.S. $ 30,000.00 hedging can he done using other 

hedging strategies. The strategy is to maintain transaction of PT. PAL is U.S. $ 

50,000.00 from the risk of fluctuations in foreign exchange without spending cost. 

4.2.3 Swaps 

By using the swap strategy, each company will receive payment in the currency of 

their o- which means the risk ofunoertainty, foreign exchange received will he 

protected. In the transaction, this strategy involves the bank as a guarantor where 

the bank will get a commission in a small number of yields in general about 3 or 4 

basis points (0.03% or 0.04%) on plain vanilla interest rate swap and 0.2 %on the 

currency swap. pairs from each transaction. Examples in the plain vanilla interest 

rate swap where PT. PAL has a business partner with PT. X with a transaction 

value of$45,000.00 fur 75 days. 

Table 4.3 Interest rate flow of PT. PAL transaction In 75 days interest rate swap 

with payment in fixed interest rate 5.50% and receive in UBOR or floating rate 

I Month Receive Payment 

Date LIB OR floating rate fiXed rate Total 

29-Jul-07 5.3195% 

29-Aug-07 5.3200% 0.4433% -0.4583% -0.0150",. 

29-Sep-07 5.7200",. 0.4433% -0.4583% -0.0150"/o 

12-0ct-07 0.2066% -0.1986% 0.0079% 

Source: LIBOR data. processed 
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Table 4.4 Cash flow of PT. PAL transaction, $45,000.00 for 75 days interest rate 

swap with payment in fixed interest rate 5.50% and received in floating rate 

(ln thousand) 

1 Month Receive Payment 

Date UBOR floating rate fixed rate Tolal 

l 29-Jul-07 5.3195% 

29-Aug-07 5.3200% 0.19948 (0.20625) (0.00677) 

29-Sep-07 5.7200% 0.19950 (0.20625) (0.00675) 

12-0ct-07 45.21450 (45.20625) 0.00825 

Source: LffiOR deta, processed 

From Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 it is deseribed flow from the paymeet ofPT. 

PAL with a fixed interest rate of5.50% on the initial transaction, interest rate of 

LIBOR is lower thao the fixed interest rate at -0.0150'.1>, which means PT. PAL to 

pay $6.77 to PT. X, from the total payment of $206.25 teduced with revenue by 

$199.48.1n August 2007 PT. PAL still pay $6.75 from total revenue from$199.50 

and $206 due to LIBOR interest rate is still lower thao the fixed interest rate. At 

the end of the period of PT. PAL receive and pay $45,000.00 from principal 

transactions and received from the total interest because of inCreased interest rates 

ofLIBOR above fixed interest m!e at$ 8.25. 

Table 4.5 Benefit or loss from plain vanilla interest rate swap transaction 

Interest rate relatively Interest rate relatively 

increase against decrease against 

pre1iminary expectation preliminary expectation 

Acceptance with fixed Swap heoome out the Swap heoome in the 

interest rate money money 

Acceptance with Swap heoome in the Swap become out the 

floating interest rate money money 

Source. Sunaryo (2007) 
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Galns or Josses from this strategy can be seen from the two sides of PT. 

PAL and PT. X as described in Table 4.5 where the recipient of the interest rate 

will remain at loss when interest rates LIBOR reiatively above fixed interest and 

will profit when LIBOR interest rates mil relatively below fiXed interest rates. 

This condition is applicable otherwi~-e to the recipient with the interest rate float. 

When interest rates LIBOR relatively above fixed interest rates, swap heeome 

profit lin the money and will be loss/ out the money when at an interest rate of 

LIBOR is relatively lower than fixed interest rate. Explanation of the above, we 

can see that the cash flow movement in every transaction is the receipt of float 

interest and payment of fixed interest to protect the value of receipts and payments 

in fureign currency values. 

Examples of the implementation of cnrreney swap PT. PAL with the 

company's Singapore business partners in the transaction of selling I buying with 

the term of payment 30 deys in which PT. PAL will make a payment with SGD 

cUITency of S$ 41,561.69, and receive payment in the currency !DR at 

Rp.250,665,174. 27 (the exchange rate ofSGD!IDR Rp.6,031.20). 

Figure 4.2 Currency Swap 

PT. PAL 

Source: SBI and SIBOR data 

Singapore 
company 
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Table 4.6 PT. PAL cash flow using currency swap 

Date !DR Cash flow SGD Cash flow 

29-Jul-07 (250,665,174.27) 41,561.69 

28-Aug-07 252,388,497.34 (41,746.99) 

Source, SBI and smoR data, processed 

Table 4.6 describes the initial transaction where each party will 

make a payment (outset) with the local currency respectively. And at the 

maturity each party will get hack with their own currency of payment with 

compensation of interest as approved. When it is in the long period of 

time, in each period befure the due time, each party will pay interest to the 

other party. For example if in 3 years and the annuBl interest payment is 

applied, on the first and second year, both parties will pay interest to their 

respective parties in accordance with the agreement and at the end of the 

period will pay principal and interest to their respective parties. 

Which needs to be noticed on the swap strategy Is the long of time 

that is needed to maturity because there will be a ealculation ofthe amount 

of interest that sheuld be paid to each party oppenent as the compensation 

that we also know as the interest rate swap in which each company will 

pay a number of with a particular interest is applied, such as floating rate 

or fix the rate in accordance with the ngreement of both parties. 

This strategy is quite effective when there is transaction with 

outside parties with mutual or two ways transactions. But because PT. 

PAL generally conducts with one way tnmsaction, namely to sell or buy, 

then to apply this strategy of PT. PAL, or the hank must obtain the 

appropriate opponent in the market. 
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4.2.4 Forward Market Hedging or Forward Contract 

By using the forward market hedging or furward contracts, the company will 

obtain the certainty of foreign exchenge in the future in occordance with a 

specified time. The risk of movement of fureign exchange will be protected dwing 

the period. This strategy is an effective strategy that can be used at the time and 

place that flexible with a relatively small cost. 

Table 4. 7 Forward rate transactions PT. PAL in July 2007 

USD SGD 

Period !DR Rate Rate Rate F.IDRJUSD F. IDRISGD 

30days 0.6875% - 0.2033% - 6,060.30 

75 days 1.7188% 1.1083% - 9,195.96 -
. Source. SBI and LmOR data., processed 

Table 4.8 Results ofPT. PAL transaction by using furward contract 

Prediction 

Acceptance Capital Profit 

426,125,147.12 327,840,174.27 98,284,972.85 

Realization using furward contract 

Acceptance Capital Profit 

428,183,247.64 329,051,348.77 99,131,898.87 

Profit I Loss 846,926.02 

' 
. 

Source. financ1al data PT. PAL, processed 

Table 4.7 describes the fotward price of USD fur 75 days is 

Rp9,195.96/USD and SGD during the 30 days is RP.6,060,.30/SGD accordance 

with the time period required in transactions of PT. PAL. Forward prices obtained 

using equation (2.1 ). 

From the fotward prices can be calculo!ed the forward strategy influence 

to the value of PT. PAL fureign exehenge transactions. The results of the 

trnnsaction calculation of PT PAL in Table 4.8 sbow that bY using a forward 

strategy wiU provide benefits to companies of Rp.846,926.02 aod the most 
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important is to protect the transactions from exchange rate fluctuations that \ViH 

happen. This strategy is useful for companies that have the purpose to protect the 

transaction from losses that caused by currency movements. Although this 

strategy with the company can also gain because of currency movements when 

moving to the positive direction for the company as we see in the transaction PT. 

PAL above. 

rn implementing this strategy the hank generally does not charge to the 

company because the bank will get commission from the difference between bid 

and ask prices. 

4.2.5 Money Market Hedging 

rn tbe money market strategies, hedging instrument used are interest debt s and 

interest on deposits of financial institutions that is used to protect tbe value of 

foreign currency exchange, In the implementation the company will receive the 

payment to be due in tbe future now with the value deducted with interest rates 

and debt interest savings. For example, PT. PAL has trade receivables on 29 July 

2007 at$ 37,294.46, which will mature in 75 days. PT. PAL will make a debt of$ 

x, where the number of $x and interest will be paid on maturity is the amount of 

the payment will be aceepted, which is such USD 37,294.46. 

Table 4.9 The interest rate !DR and USD 

Currency 
Deposit 

Interest 

!DR 8.25% 

USD 5.32% 

Source: SBI and LfBOR data 

$x X (l + ((75/360)*8.25%)) ~ $37,294.46 

$x = $37,294.461!.0171875 

$x ~ $36,664.29 

Debt 

Interest 

13.82% 

8.25% 

From the above calculation, the amount will be aceepted now by PT. PAL is 

$36,664.29 which at maturity the loan debt will be paid equal to the amount that 
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will be received 75 days ahead which is $37,294.46. Here can be calculated that 

the direct losses bear by PT. PAL is $37,294.46 - $36,664.29 ~ $630.17 or 

Rp.5,760,2!6.42 (calculated from exchange rate at the beginning transaction -

9,140.77). On the other by obtaining cash in the current time, PT. PAL can 

increase profits as put in the forward market for over 75 days, use in tha company 

capital with estimation of 15% income margin or deposited as the most secure 

allocation with 8.25% interest rate (8.25% x (751360) x ($36,664.29 x 

Rp.9,140.77) = Rp.5,760,216.03) with the ealculationof75 days period. 

Another example, PT. PAL has a trade debtofS$ 41,561.69, which mature 

in 30 days. PT. PAL will make deposhs ofS$ x, where the number ofS$ x, and 

the interest received will be used to pay debts of S$ 41,561.69 at maturity. And 

for the costs required by PT. PAL fur S$ x will be obtained from the spot prioe of 

SGDIIDR at the time is Rp.6,03 Ll6/S$. 

Table 4.10 IDR and SGD Interest Rate 

Deposit Debt 
Currency 

loterest Interest 

IDR 8.25% 13.82% 

SGD 2.44% 5.35% 

Source: SBJ and SIBOR data 

S$xX (I + ((301360)*244%)) = S$41,56!.69 

S$x = S$41,561.69/1.0244 

S$x = S$41,477.35 

The calculation of tbe above explains that to pay the debt of PT. PAL of 

S$41,561.69, PT. PAL must prepare S$41,477.35 or Rp.250,156,534.23 to be 

deposited for 30 days with 2.44% interest per year. So fur the preparation of these 

funds PT. PAL will be burdened by the cost of the interest calculation with 5.35% 

with calculation S$41,477.35 x ({30/360) x 5.35%)) is S$ 184.92 or 

Rpl,143,843.88 (calculation of the rate at the time payment is Rp6,185.62). 

From the above explanation concluded that the risk of exchange rate 

movement of foreign currency is protected. In the first instance, although the 
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exchange rate move up or down it will not affect the profit as calculated by the 

interest cost difference between the value of debt s and spot rate. Payments to the 

bank (the borrower) will he done by receiving payments from consumers at 

maturity with the same currency (SGD) and PT. PAL does not face the risk 

occurred when the fluctuation of foreign exchange. In the second instaru:e, the 

payment of receivables will he due has been prepared by deposits in the period 

with the same value payment equal to the value of core depesits plus interest 

received. 

4.2.6 Future Contracts 

The concept of the futures contract has many similarities with furward contracts 

only on the furward contract more flexible. Functions of the futures also have 

similarities with the forward. By using futures, the transaction will he limited by 

the size of the transaction, the maturity date, place and transaction costs. The Jim 

example, PT. PAL transaction with consumers where payment of$37,294.46 will 

he accepted 75 days later, then to use thtures, PT. PAL must buy one of 

transaction of $50,000.00 bocause one transaction in the thtures contract is 

mnltiplier of $50,000.00. For the time, the transaction must he in accordance with 

the rules on the futures in the third week of each month in which PT. PAL is not 

always consistent with the time. By using this stralegy, the cost need to he spent is 

cost of maintenance margin is a cost that is issued fur exchange party to maintain 

the level of initial margin to be stable not below 75%. In the transaction 

$50,000.00 is $100 or Rp.914,07?.00 (100 X IDRIUSD Rp.9,140.77). PT. PAL 

also fuces the possibility of adding to the initial margin when necessary. With the 

exchange rate Rp.9,195.96, the revenue of PT. PAL increased 55.19 per dollar 

with total Rp.2,058,28L25. 

The secoed example is PT. PAL debt with amount S$41,561.69 in 30 days 

grace period. Period of time that may he taken is 30 days in accordance with the 

maturing debt. With this transaction, the cost is cost of maintenance margin is a 

cost thnt is spent to tha exchange party to maintain the level of initial margin to 

stable not below 75%. At S$75,000.00 transaction is $100 or Rp.914,077.00 (100 

X IDRIUSD Rp.9,140.77). PT. PAL also faces the possibility of adding to the 
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initial margin when necessary. With the level of exchange rate futures 

Rp.6,Q60.30 therefore PT. PAL spending increase to Rp.29.l4 per the Singapore 

doUar which is Rp.l,211,107.51. 

Table 4.ll Results of PT. PAL transaction by using futures contract 

Prediction 
Acceptance Capital Profit 

426,125,147.12 327 840,174.27 98 284 972.85 

R.eali7..ation usin futures contract 
Acce Capital Profit 

427,269 351.37 329,965 358.7& 97,303 992.59 

Profit I Loss (980,980.26) 

The results of the transaction ealculation ofPT PAL in Table 4.9 show thet 

by using a futures strategy it will cost Rp.846,926.02 to the companies but the 

purpose in protect the transactions from exchange rate fluctuations is still hitppen. 

4.2.7 Options 

Option strategy is a strategy that is now widely used. This strategy provides 

flexibility to the buyers of to protect or to make speculation (for profit). Basically, 

the function of the option contract is to provide hedging in the future without a 

time bound for its execution of the contract berore maturity. With the flexibility 

can be seen that the coutract option has a higher cost compared with other 

contracts in whleh the buyer must pay a premium option that is high enough. The 

option premium is calculated from the value of a put or a call transaction set at the 

time. 

Examples of the USD transaction implementation on PT. PAL,, where the 

trade receivables equal to $37,294.46 will be paid within 75 days from the date of 

29 July 2007. So that fluctuations in foreign exchange can be protected, then PT. 

PAL makes a put option whereby PT. PAL to ensure the exchange rate IDRIUSD 

shall not harm the transaction. 
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Table 4.12 Details of the calculation of put option price 

Domestic CWTency ' Rupiah I 

Foreign Currency US Dollar 

CaiJJPut (on Foreign) Put Option 

Exercise Type American 

Trade Date 2910712007 

Expiry Date 12/10/2007 

SpotFXRate 9.140,77 

Slrike 9.200,00 

Domestic Int. Rate 8,25% 

Foreign Int. Rate 5,32% 

Volatility 0.5165% 

Forward Rate 9.192,45 

Option Prioe 59,23 

. Source. SBI, LlBOR data and www.oanda.com, processed 

Volatility is calculated based on exchange rate movements during the last 

6 montbs can be found in Appendix I. With transactions of $37,294.46 the 

amount of premium that must be paid in edvance is $37,294.46 X Rp.59.23 ~ 

Rp.2,208,950.87. So by using the contract option, PT. PAL will limit the risk of 

loss from fluctuations in exchaogc rates, wbeo the rupiah appreciated (the amounl 

of rupiah, which is received become less), as much as the value of the option 

premium. And simultaneously also give possibility to received benefit from 

exchaoge rate fluctuations when the rupiah weakened (the amount of rupiah 

received will be higher) to the value that is unlimited. To benefit from the 

weakening of the rupiah, PT. PAL did not make the execution of the contract 

(cancel), where the exchange rate IDR/USD should exceed Rp.9,259.23 (9,200.00 

strike price + 59.23 option price) in order to cover the cost of the premium 

charged in the initial period of the transaction. 
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Table 4.13 Description of PT. PAL transaction with put option contract 

Transaction Spot 

Value Slrfke Toea! Premium price Rate Total Resuh 

($) (Rp.) (Rp.) (Rp.) (Rp.) (Rp.) (Rp.) 

37,294.46 9,200.00 343,109,032.00 (2,208,950.87) 9,064.90 338,070,l50A5 (2;WS,950.87) 

37,294.46 9,200.00 343,109,032.00 (2,208,950.87) 9,200.00 343,109,032.00 (2,208,950.87) 

37,294.46 9,200.00 343,109,032.00 (2,208,950.87) 9,259.23 345,317,982.87 . 
37,294.46 9,200.00 343,109,032.00 (2,208,95Q.87) 9,300.00 346,838,478.00 1,520,495.!3 

Source. PT data. PAL, SBJ, LIBOR and www.oanda.com. processed 

From the Table 4.13 we can see if the exchange rate IDRJUSD to weaken 

at maturity into Rp.9,300.00 above the value of BEP. PT. PAL will take 

advantage of Rp.l,520,495.13, which is calculated from the difference between 

profit of exchange rates is deducted with the oost of the premium. And when the 

exebange rate of IDRIUSD Rp.9,064.90 beeome stronger (such as the actual 

event), the loss of PT. PAL will be limited to the eost of the option premium 

Rp.2,208,950.87. Where if it is calculated normally (without option), PAL will 

suffer losses Rp2,829,530. 68 from the difference between the value of the initial 

spot with a value at maturity and also will not close the possibility of greater loss 

when the value of the rupiah appreciates. On the other strategies also have the 

weakness when the rupiah movement appreciates not more than Rp.9,081.54 

(where the amount oflosses equal to the cost of the premium), the value obtained 

without doing anything will be more profitable although it has risks that are not 

protected. 

Table 4.14 Description of PT. PAL transaction without put option contract 

Transaction Preliminary Premium Spot in Due 

value Spot Total price Time Total Result 

($) (Rp.) (Rp.) (Rp.) (Rp.) (Rp.) 

37.294,46 9.140,77 340.900.081,13 . 9.064,90 338.070.550,45 (2.829.530,68) 

37.294,46 9.140,77 340.900.081,13 . 9.08t,54 338.691.130,27 (2.208.950,87) 

Source. PT. PAL data and www.oanda.oom, processed 
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The next examples in transaction SGD where PT. PAL has a trade debt to 

suppliers of S$ 41 ,561.69 paid within 30 days from the date of 29 July 2007. To 

protect the risk of fluctuation, PT. PAL do a call option to make sure that the buy 

value of SGD do not harm the transaction. 

Table 4.15 Details of call option price calculation 

Domestic Currency !DR 

Foreign Currency SGD 

Call/Put (on Foreign) Call Option 

Exercise Type American 

Trade Date 29/0712007 

Expiry Date 28/08/2007 

SpntFXRate 6.031,16 

Strike 6.000,00 

Domestic Int. Rate 8,25% 

Foreign Int. Rate 2,44% 

Volatility 0,5018% 

Forward Rate 6.060,30 

Option Price 58,19 

Source. SBI, SIBOR data and www.oanda.com, processed 

Volatility is calculated based on exchange rate movements during the last 

6 months can be found in Appendix 2. With ttansaetions of S$41 ,561.69 the 

amount of premium that must be paid in edvance is S$41,561.69 X Rp.58.19 = 

Rp.2,418,474.74. So by using the call option contract, PT. PAL will limit the risk 

of loss frnm fluctuations in exchange rates, when the rupiah weskened (the 

amount of rupiah required is more), is the value of the option premium. Ami 

sitoultaneously also likely to benefit frnm exchange rate fluctuations, when the 

rupiah stronger (the amount of rupiah needed is less) until the value is limited. To 

benefit from the appreciation in the rupiah exchange IDR/SGD should be less theo 

Rp.5,941.81 (6,000.00 strike price- 58.19 option price) in order to cover the cost 

of the premium charged in the initial pnriod of the transaction. 
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Table 4.16 Description of PT. PAL transaction with call option contract 

Transactioo Spot 

Value Strike Total Premium price Rate Tela\ HasH 

(SS) (Rp.) (Rp.) (Rp.) (Rp.) (Rp.) (Rp.) 

41,561.69 6,000.00 :149,370,140.00 (2,418,474.74) 5,900.00 245,213,97!.00 I, 737,694.26 

41,561.69 6,000.00 249,370,140.00 (2,418,474.74) 5,941.81 246,951,665.26 -
41,56!.69 6,000.00 249,370,140.00 (2,418,474. 74) 6,000.00 249,370,140.00 (2,418,474.74) 

41,561.69 6,000.00 249,370,140.00 (2,418,474.74) 6,185.62 257,084,820.90 (2,418,474.74) 

. Source. PT. PAL, SBl. SffiOR data and www.oanda.oom, processed 

From the Table 4.16 it is explained that when tha exchange rate JDRISGD 

appreciation at maturity into Rp.5,900,00 tmder the BEP. PT. PAL will take 

advantage oflql.l,737,694.26, which is calculated from the difference between 

exchanges rates is deducted with the cost of the premium. And wben the excbenge 

rate ofJDRISGD is weakened into Jql. 6,185.62 (such as the actual event), the 

loss of PT. PAL will be limited to the cost of the option premium Jql. 

2,418,474.74. Where is calculated nonruilly (without option) PT. PAL will suffer 

losses Rp. 10,133, 155,.64 from the difference between the value of the initial spot 

with a value at maturity and also will not close the possibility of grester loss wben 

the value of the rupiah even getting weaker. On the other side of the strategy also 

has the gap if movement of rupiah is not weakened more than Jql. 6,089.35 

(where the amount of losses equal to the cost of the premium), the value obtained 

without doing anything will be more profitable. This is also the risk that is not 

protected. 

Table 4.17 Description of PT. PAL transaction without call option contract 

Transaction Preliminary Premium Spot in 
Value Spot Total price Due Time Total Rtsult 

(S$) (Rp.) (Rp.) (Rp.) (Rp.) (Rp.) 

41.561,69 6.031,16 250-665.1.02,26 - 6.089,35 253.083.677,00 (2.418.474,74) 

41.561,69 6.031,16 250.665.202,26 - 6.185,62 257.084.820,90 (6.419.618,64) 

Source. PT. PAL data and www.oanda,oom. processed 
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4.3 Analysis Comparisoo Hedgjog Strategies 

From the explanation of each strategy which is implemented on fureign currency 

transactions of PT. PAL we can see in Table 4:18, where each strategy has a 

different function. Unless unhedged strategy, the strategy has other functions to 

protect the exchange rate at a certain position. Below are described the results of a 

comparison of the implementation of the strategy in hedging transactions m 

foreign currency of PT. PAL, which we can see in Table 4.19. 
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Table 4.18 Details of hedging strategies comparison 

' Money 
I 

Unhcdged Netting Swap forward Market Future Option 

Exchange Not 

rate risk proiected Protected Pro1eeted Protected Prot~ed Protected Protected 

Interest rate I Not Not Not Not Not Not 

risk protected protected Protected proteded protected protected protected 

Size of Same with 

transaction Free opponent Free Free Free Certain Free 

Time of Same with 

Transaction Free opponent Free Free Free Certain Free 

Guarantee None None None None None Exist None 

Guarantor None None Exist Exist Exist Exist Exist 

Commission Nooe None Exist None None Exist Exist 

Clearing 

OppOnent None None Direct Direct Bank house Bank 

Location of Organized 

Transaction None None OTC OTC Bank exchange OTC 
Open 

Interest outcry 

Price None None Premium Bid f Ask rate process Premium 

Due To 

Transaction Transaction 

Exe<::ution Free Free Due time Due time Due time Due time Period 

Profit 

Possibility Unlimited None Limited Limited Limited Limited Unlimited 

Loss 

Possibility Unlimited None Limited Limited Limited Limited Limited 

2 ways (sell 2 ways (sell I way I way 1 way I way 

&buy) &buy) (sellibuy) (,ell/buy) (sellibuy) (sell/buy) 

Transaction . internal exterrull external external external external 

Sourc<>: Hull (2006), processed 
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Table 4.19 Details of results using bedging strategies in PT. PAL 

Unhedged Forward Money Market Future Option 

Transaction 

Value in USD 37,294.46 37,294.46 37,294.46 37,294.46 37,294.46 

Transaction 

Value in USD (2,829,530.98) 2,058,100.52 . 1,144,204.25 (2,208,950.87) 

Transaction 

Value in SOD 41,561.69 41,561.69 41,561.69 41,561.69 41,561.69 

Transaction 

VaJuein SGD {6,419,617.92) {1,211,174.50) (1,143,843.88) (2,125,184.51) (2,418,474.74) 

Total (9,249,148.90) 846,926.02 (1,143,843.88) {980,980,26) (4,627,425.61) 
. Source. finaneml data ofPT, PAL. processed 

The first strategy iJ; not doing anything. LTD. PAL experienced losses 

from the transaction to receive payment in USD because of Rp. 2,829,530.98 

because the rupiah appreciated against the USD and debt payment transactions in 

SGD Rp. 6,419,617.92 because of weakening of the rupiah against SGD. Of 

course. the first strategy is oot profitable for PT. PAL and the Jack of protection 

against the risk of fluctuations in fureign currency. This strategy contains a lot of 

speculation on the movement of fureign currency exchange that is not in 

accordance with the business of PT. PAL. If compares with other strategies, the 

strategy did not have action in protecting against fureign exchange transactioos 

fluctuation risk. 

In the second strategy is to do with the netting. This strategy is very simple 

and effective not only fur all appropriate currency transactions and on the amount 

equa~ so the compmy is still must protect against the value that is not protected. 

lo PT. PAL average receiving payments from consumers is in the form ofUSD, 

but will purchase raw materials using the currency that varied according to where 

PT. PAL to do the import. If compared with other hedging strategies, this strategy 

is a strategy that is the cheapest and easiest because it did not require the cost of 

tbiJ; strategy to be carried out by internal of company. 
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The third strategy ill the swap strategy. This strategy has the function of 

the effective practice of protecting the value of the cash to be accepted because it 

is already in the furm of domestic currency that is not necessary to be exchanged 

again. Cost is also required from the relatively small difference between interest 

rates on the value of the transaction will be protected, and that the administration 

is very little value to the institutions that assist in the transaction. If compared with 

other strategies swap strategy is a -tegy that has the certainty of income without 

the exchange rate changes. As with the furward, futures and options strategies, 

exchange rate changes on the market can affect the calculation of income from the 

company views at the end of the period. On the other side, the swap strategy also 

requires the two positions that have the same value of the transaction with the 

appropriate currency. This condition is one of the constraints in swap strategy 

because on where between the two companies that has same transaction condition 

is not many. 

The fourth -tegy is furward contact. Forward contact is a strntegy that is 

used quite often because it can he implemented anytime directly and has the value 

protected because it is guaranteed by the exchange. Forward S!rlllegy also in 

accordance with the conditions ofPT. PAL businesses where does not provide the 

opportunities fur speculative practices. From the implementation of the furward 

strategy in PT. PAL on the transaction receipt of payment in USD, PT. PAL had 

benefit of Rp.2,058,1 00.52 because the forward bas a value higher than the value 

of the exchange rate USD I !DR, which occurred at the end of the period and debt 

payment transactions SGD, PT. PAL experienced loss ofRp.l,211,174.50, wlrleh 

is caused by exchange rate weakening of SGDIIDR. Nevertheless with the 

forward strategy, the benefits of the transaction which has been calculated at the 

beginning of the transaction did not change without heing influenced by foreign 

exchange movement Compared with the other strategies, forward strntegy is the 

strategy with the certainty of value and with relatively low cost. 

The fifth strategy is money market hedging. In !hill strategy, the company 

use market instruments to protect the risk of exchange rates. Basically, this 

strategy use present value calculation or today value in receiving payment or debt 
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payment. The implementation of this strategy will generate cost, although if the 

company can manage the cash which is acquired now with a higher return level, 

the use of this strategy will be the right thing to do. When you see the results of 

the tra.nsactions USD, PT. PAL did not experience losses due to the value of USD 

debt fur interest equal to the value of deposits !DR. And the tra.nsactions SGD, 

PT. PAL requires the cost of interest Rp.l,l43,843.88 due to interest debt from 

the value needed to be deposited for 30 days. Compared with other strategies, 

money market hedging hes more value addition to protect the exchange rate risk 

also get the opportunity to provide capital to be used. This strategy is better used 

wben the difference between the values of debt interest rntes not too high. 

· Strategy money market is very vulnerable to interest rate movements when used 

to floating interest rates. 

The sixth strntegy is future. Principles of a future strategy is same with 

forward in the future where in the future requires some conditions that are 

requhed as collateral in accordance with the transaction value, time to transaction 

and that certain things that distinguish the risk of cost which is characteristic of 

futures if it is compared with other strategies are futures have daily calculation to 

maintain the initial margin when market conditions are not advantageous position 

of the futures contract. This can ma!ntain the position of the company if the 

situation until the point that significant. On the other side, when the movement 

towards benefiting the company, then it becomes an advantages for the company. 

Daily counting will also add jobs to the company because of the adjustment 

works. Implantation results from the tra.nsaction for payment USD in 75 days, 

causing gain to PT. PAL Rp.l,l44,204.25 which calculated from the 

administration costs and the currency rnte level difrerence. SGD debt transaction, 

PT. PAL must hear the cost of Rp.2,125,184.51 ealcalated from the cost of 

administration and the currency rate level difference. 

The seventh strategy is the option. Tha Option strategy is the most 

expensive compared with other strategies. This is because buyers have the right or 

freedom to choose between cancelling the egreement or not And fur the type of 

American option, buyers have the freedom to use their rights at any titne during 
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the contract which have not yet due. With this feature it suitable for buyers who 

want to make the practice of speculation for gain. From the example in the 

implementation of PT. PAL seen that the oost of USD transaction is 

Rp.2,208,950.87, and on the transaction SGD is Rp.2,418,474.74, which is 

calculated from both the price of the option. In this transaction PT. PAL suffers 

losses the maximum cost when PT. PAL does not use its right, the losses will bo 

even higher altheugh compared with other strategy cost of this strategy is still 

higher. When viewed from fluctuations in exchenge rates that occorred duriug the 

period the transaction, PT. PAL has the opportunity to benefit by using the right 

option. k. we look at the value ofUSD on 19-20 August and 2 September 2007 in 

which the rupiah weakening in the value of the highest RJ>.9,478.67, which can 

provide significant benefits in such transactions as Rp.8,183,896.30. In the 

tmnsaction SGD transactions during the period, the exchange rate of SGD/IDR 

never nnder Rp.6,000.00, which is the maximum value of the loss. This condition 

causes PT. PAL will always suffer maximum loss. Nevertheless, this strategy has 

performed its function to limit the loss caused by the movement of foreign 

currency. Viewed from the value of the transaction and the type ofhusiness of PT. 

PAL this strategy is not a right choice. 

In Table 4.20 below, is explain and conclude from the hedging strategies 

comparison 10 see when the strategies are rigbt to be use to give maximize 

company value and when the strategy is not right to he use because it can cause 

losses to the company. When the implementation base on the rate of currency 

exchange, it can be conclude that furward contract, future oontract and option 

have some similarity which are when the movement of exchange rate of domestic 

currency against foreign currency is getting weaker~ company use buying position 

because the beginning value is cheaper than when it due date. And vice versa 

when the domestic currency relatively move stronger to foreign currency, 

company can use sell position because the beginning value is higher than wben it 

due date time. The differences between these three strategies are the transaction 

procedures and the transaction cost. 
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\Vhen the implementation base on interest rate, in swap strategy, if fixed 

interest rate smaller than risk free rate (LIBOR/SIBOR), than company will 

received benefit form the difference rate because company will pay with the fixed 

rate that cheaper than the received risk free rate from the counterpart. And the 

other way if fixed interest rate bigger than risk free rate (LIBOR/SIBOR), than 

company wiU suffur losses form the difference rate because company will pay 

with the higher fixed rate and the received lower risk free rate from the 

counterpart. 

Unhedged strategy cannot be implemented because this strategy doesn't 

cover the corrency exchange rate fluctuation risk. And fur netting strategy, the 

foreign exchange transaction doesn't give a chance to gain profit neither to suffer 

losses because the implementation is only in the internal of the company by 

matching the transactions. 
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Table 4.20 Details ofprofitiloss position in each hedging strategies 

Maximum Loss Maximum Profit 

Strategy rusk Hedging cost Result Result 

Not 

Unhedged protected 0 Unlimited Unlimited 

Netting Protected 0 0 0 

0.03% Interest fix mte > Interest fix rate< 

Swap Pro!c<tod (oommission fee) L!BOR L!BOR 

Forward Forward rate > Spot Forward rate< Spot 

(buy) Protected 0 rote rate 

Forward Forward rate< Spot Forward rate> Spot 

(sell) Protected 0 rate rate 

Money 

Market Foreign exchange 

(buy) Protected 0 debt interest 0 

Foreign exchange 

Money Foreign exchange debt interest < 

Market debt interest > Deposit interest I 

(sell) Protected 0 Deposit interest Capital mtlrgin 

Forward rate> Spot Forward rate< Spot 

Future (buy) Protected Initial Margin "'" rote 

Forward rate < Spot Forward rate> Spot 

Future ("'II) Protected Initial Margin rnte rate 

Option Strike Price> Spot Strike Price < Spot 

(lruy) Protected Option Premium rule rate 

Option Strike Price< Spot Strike Price> Spot 

(sell) Protected Option Premium rule mte 

Source. Lumby (2007). processed 
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CHAPTERV 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Conclusion 

Based on the analysis, it eoncluded that: 

1. Hedging strategy plays an important role in protecting the fluctuation risk 

of foreign currency exchange rates for PT. PAL. Without the use of 

hedging strategies or do nothing then the overseas transaction of PT. PAL 

will receive a direct risk of losses caused by fluctuations in fureign 

exchange. From this analysis PT. PAL suffered losses ofRp.2,829,530.98 

in USD transaction, and Rp.6,419,6!7.92 in SGD transaction. By using 

hedging strategy, the loss or the cost of which was endured by PT. PAL 

will he limited to a certain limit which therefure can limit the infinite 

amount of losses which may occure. 

In netting strategy, the fluctuation risk of foreign exchange rate was 

covered because the receivable and payment are in the same value and 

maturity date. This strategy need no transaction cost and tis less used by 

PT.PAL because there are only rew transaction which have the same 

criterias. 

In swap strategy, the value of foreign currency exchange also protected 

because each company will receive payment in their own currency at the 

maturity date. This strategy will he balanced if the level of interest rates 

between the respective parties is on the same !evel 

In furward contract strategy, the value of fureign currency exchange rate 

shall be protected with a maximum value of loss which will suffer loss 

only in value of the bid/ask. In the USD transactions PT. PAL above, PT. 

PAL is benefiting from forward because the value is higher than the spot 

rate is (Rp 9,195.96 -Rp 9,140.77) x $37,294.46 = Rp. 2,058,100.52. In a 

transaction to buy SGD PT. PAL above, PT. PAL experienced a loss 

because the forward value is higher than the spot with a rate that is Rp 

6,060.30- Rp 6,03!.16) x S$ 41,561.69 = Rp 1,211,174.50. In the second 
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transaction above can be seen the function in a forward contract to provide 

certainty against the value of foreign exchange. 

In money market hedging strategy, the value of fureign currency exchange 

is protected because the money will he received or paid in the future is 

done on the same day at the beginning of the transaction. The company 

will suffur losses up to the limit of the interest of foreign loans reduced by 

interest rates on domestic deposits at selling position and will suffer losses 

from interest rate loao from the principal which will he purchased with the 

calculation of the time value of money. In the trarulactions over USD, PT. 

PAL is not experienced losses because of the interest rate of foreign loans 

with interest rates of deposits in the country at the same level. And the 

purchese transaction over the SGD, PT. PAL suffurs losses of Rp 

1,143,843.88, which is caused by a fureign loan interest done in early 

transaction. 

Future strategy essentially is the same as rorward strategy in protect the 

value of forward exchange rate. The differences among them are the size 

of the transaction, the time of maturily, transaction locations, procedures 

and costs. In the implementatkm of USD sclling transaction, PT. PAL 

experienced loss of around Rp.2,248, 172.72 which is caused by the cost of 

the deposit, administration, malotenance margin and the cost oftime value 

of money. In SGD buying transaction, PT. PAL suffered losses of 

Rp.2,385,655.23, which is caused by deposit and administration of 

maintenance margins. 

At option strategy, buyer is given the right to conduct the t:raosactinn on 

the particular level of exchange rate that makes the uncertainties of the 

exchange rate covered. In USD transactions, PT. PAL suffers losses ofRP-

2,208,950.87 which is the premium cost as the maximum limit of losses 

because of the spot rate at maturity is cheapor than the strike price. In SGD 

buying transactions, PT. PAL sullered losses of Rp. 2,418,474.74 which is 

caused by the spot rate at maturity is greater than the strike price. When 

viewed on the option strategy, PT. PAL is clearly seen protected ftom 
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losses because the greater the value that occurs in the market if done 

without a contract option will be fur greater. 

2. Wrth PT. PAL foreign transaction type which bas average 30 days of 

payable and average 75 days of receivable, forward contract was been the 

best strategy to be used. Compared to tbe other strategy, fotward contract 

have give tbe highest value for the company where in USD transaction PT. 

PAL has gain profit Rp.2,058,100.52 that was caused by !DR has 

weakened to USD in tbe settlement time which made the receivable 

become higher and in SGD mmsaction PT. PAL has loss Rp.l,211,174.50 

that was caused by !DR has weakened to SOD in tbe settlement date which 

made tbe payment become higher to suppliers. 

5.2 Recommendation 

From the above conclasinns, the recommendations that submitted by the author is: 

• For PT. PAL with the transaction characteristics in foreign exchange 

transactions to receive payment and to make payment with tbe term which 

is long enough, it is advisable to conduct a rorward contract to protect the 

value of the transaction from losses due to fluctuations of foreign 

exchange. 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

American-Style Option An option contract that may be exercised at any time 
between the date of purcllase and the expiration date. Most exchange-traded 
options are American·style. 

Arbitrage A trading strategy that takes edvantage to two or ruore securities 
being mispriced relative to each order. 

Bid The price that a buyer is willing to pay to purchase a given currency and 
sell another at a particular time. 

Bid/Ask Spread The difference between the prevailing bid and aak price. 
Generally, option contracts that are more liquid tend to have a tighter Bid/Ask 
Sprend while optinn contraets that are less liquid lllld are thinly traded tend tn 
have a wider Bid/ Ask Spread. 

Call Options Options which gives the holder the rigbt tn buy the underlying 
security at a specified price for a certain, fixed period of time. 

CBOE The Chicago Board Options Exchaage; the first natinoal exchange tn 
unde listed stock optioll!l. 

Central Bank A Government institution in control of the nation's monetary 
policy and the printing of that nation's currency. 

Cklse Period at the end of a trading day where final prices fur the day are 
calculated. 

Currency means money denominated in the lawful currency of a country. 

Currency Swap An exchaage of equal initial principal amounts of two 
currencies at the spot exchange rate. Over the term of the agreement, the 
counterparties exchllllge fised or floating rate interest payments in their 
swapped currencies. At maturity, the principal amo1mt i-; reswapped at a 
predetermined exchllllge rate so that the parties end up with their original 
currencies. 

Derivatives A type of financial instruments whose value is derived from the 
price of some underlying asset (e.g. an interest level or stock market index). 
They are designed to help companies "hedge" (protect themselves against the 
risk of price changes) or as speculative investments from which great profits can 
be made. The rapid growth in derivatives trading has played a major part in the 
growing volatility of the global financial system. 

Discount Rate The interest a private hank pays for a loan from the US Federal 
Reserve System. 

European Style Option An oprion that can be exercised only on the expiratinn 
date. If invest<>rs do not Wllllt to wait until the expiration date, they can close the 
position with an offsetting trade. 
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Exchange rates The price of one country A's currency relative to another (e.g. 
$1 Cdn ~ $.67 US.) Exchange rates can he managed according to three basic 
systems - floating, fixed or pegged. 

Fixed Exchange Rate Official rate set by monetary authorities for one or tnore 
currencies 

Floating Exchaoge Rates Floating exchange rates refer to the value of a 
currency as decided by supply and deruand. 

Foreigo Exchange The exchange offoreigu currency. On the foreigu exchange 
market, foreigu currency is bought and sold for immediste (spot) or forward 
delivery 

Forward Contnlet A forward contract lixes the exchange rate for future 
delivery at a date to be agreed by both participants. A deposit (or a minimum 
margin) is usually required in forward transactions. For example, if I want to 
lock in today's rate ro buy $10,000 USD at 1.5820 Canadian for the next 4 
months, I will have the ability to purchase up ro $10,000 USD at this rate. 

Futures Contra<ts A contract that obligstes !be holder to buy or sell an asset at 
a predetermined delivery price during a specified future time period. The 
cootract is market to market daily. 

Hedging A hedging transaction is a purchase or sale of a financial product, 
having as its pl.l!pOse the elimination of loss arising from price fluctuations. 
With regards to currency transactions it would protect one against flactuations 
in the foreign exchange rate- (see Forward Contract) 

Interbank Rates The Foreign Exchange rates at which large international 
banks quote other large international banks. 

Interest Rate Swap The exchange between countetparties of a lixed interest 
rate aod a floating interest rate in a single currency. 

LIIIOR("London Interbank Offer Rate") The rate of interest offered on 
deposits from othat banks in euro currency markets. 

Initial Margin The eash required ftom a futures traders at the time of trade. 

Money Markets Refers to financial inves1ments that are generally under one 
year in duration aod generally only open to hanks and other financial institutions 

Offer The price, or rare, that a willing seller is prepared tn sell at 

Option The right to buy or sell specific securities at a specified price within a 
specified time. A put gives the holder the right to sell the stock, a call the right 
to buy the stock. 

Option Premium The price of an option-the sum of money that buyer pays aod 
the option seller receives fur the rights granted by the option. 
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Over--the-Counter Market A market where traders deal by phone. The traders 
are usually fmancial institutions, corporations, and fund managers. 

Point (or Pip) The term used in currency market to represent the smallest 
incremental move an exchange rate can make. It is one one-hundredth of a 
percent 
For example, when a currency moves from 1.5720 to 15725 it has moved 5 
points. 

Premium The total price of an option contract is made up of the sum of the 
intrinsic value and the time value premium. Even though most people refer to 
the price of an option contract as the 1'Premium", it is actually an inaccurate 
expression. The Premium of an option contxact is the part of the price that is not 
intrinsic. 

Puts Option An option that gives the right to the buyer to deliver to the seller 
the underlying instrument at a predetermined price within a specified period. 
The seller of a put option has the obligation to accept delivery if the option is 
exercised. 

Settlement (1) The final stage of a lranJlaetinn, actual physical exelemge of one 
currency fur aoother (2) is the process by which available funds have been 
instructed by a client of Cambridge thr transfer via wire, draft or deposit to a 
multi-currency account and a designated receiver of such funds. 

Spot Generally describes a lranJlaetion which will oo""' to se~t in two 
days. 

Spot Price The current market price fur a spot transaction. 

Spot Rate The current rate for a spot transaction. 

Spread The difference between the bid and offer prices. This is usually used 
for Interbank trade of currencies. 

Strike Price The price at which the bnyer of a call can purchase the stock 
during the life of the option or the price at which the buyer of a put can sell the 
stock during the life ofthe option. 

Swap An agreement to exchange cash Jlows in the futnre according to a 
prearranged formula. 

Translation Risk An accounting or finaocial reporting risk. It is tbe risk that 
the consolidated earnings of a company will be negatively bnpacted due to the 
method of accounting for foreign operations. 

US Prime Rate The rate at which US hanks will lend to their prime corporate 
customers 

V olali6ty A measure of price fluctuations. The standard deviation of a price 
series is commonly used to measure price volatility. 
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